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ABSTRACT

We present a new method for determining the electron left-right asymme-

try factor, Ae, by measuring the forward-backward charge flow in samples of

hadronic Z events, produced in e+e−collisions, with left-handed and right-

handed electron-beam polarizations. The raw, left-right charge asymmetry,

QrawLR , is defined. After correction by the measured beam polarization, it pro-

vides Ae with greatly reduced dependence on Monte Carlo corrections for

acceptances and jet charge measurement. The QrawLR is also combined with the

raw, left-right cross section asymmetry, ArawLR , to obtain Ae without the use of

the measured electron-beam polarization, and with half the statistical error as

that obtained for Ae using the polarization corrected QrawLR alone. This method

gives sin2 θeff
W = 0.2291± 0.0039(stat.) ± 0.0012(syst.). The measurement was

performed at a center-of-mass energy of 91.26 GeV with the SLD detector at

the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC).

1. Introduction

SLD has measured the left-right cross section asymmetry, ALR = (σL−σR)/(σL+
σR), in the production of Z bosons by e+e−collisions.1,2 In the Standard Model of the
electroweak interactions, this gives the electron left-right asymmetry, Ae = 2veae/(v

2
e +

a2
e), from:

ArawLR = |Pe|ALR = |Pe| Ae (1)

where Pe is the electron-beam polarization. Since only the total cross sections were
observed in this measurement, the forward-backward asymmetries can also be used to
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provide independent information on the couplings to the Z. At Born level, the forward-
backward fermion asymmetry at the Z pole (excluding e+e−final states) is given by:

AFB,f (Pe) = −g(a)
Pe − Ae
1− PeAe

Af (2)

where g(a)=a/(1 + 1
3
a2), 0<a≤1, a= | cos θ|max, cos θ describes the angle between the

outgoing fermion f and the direction of the incident electron, and Af = 2vfaf/(v
2
f+a2

f ).
Assuming equal polarization magnitudes and luminosities, we can define AFB,L,f ≡
AFB,f (−|Pe|) and AFB,R,f ≡ AFB,f (|Pe|) as the forward-backward asymmetries for
events produced with left and right beam polarizations.

For a flavor-inclusive sample of Z hadronic final states, we must relate the fermion
asymmetries above to charge asymmetries.3–5 At parton level the fermion asymmetries
would give nonzero, average forward and backward charges for a qf q̄f final state:

< Qraw
F,L,f > = qf AFB,L,f < Qraw

F,R,f > = qf AFB,R,f

< Qraw
B,L,f > = −qf AFB,L,f < Qraw

F,R,f > = −qf AFB,R,f (3)

where we can separate “left” and “right” events for SLD. The charge magnitudes can
then be averaged into the left and right, forward-backward charge flows:

< Qraw
FB,L,f > = < Qraw

F,L,f > − < Qraw
B,L,f > = 2 qf AFB,L,f

< Qraw
FB,R,f > = < Qraw

F,R,f > − < Qraw
B,R,f > = 2 qf AFB,R,f . (4)

Finally, the flavor-inclusive expressions for the polarized (< Q̃raw
FB >) and unpolarized

(< QFB >) forward-backward charge flows can be defined by summing over the fla-
vors, weighting by production, and including modifications (dfε[0, 1]) to account for a
reduction in the measured charge magnitudes due to QCD corrections, hadronization
effects (including B0B̄0 mixing), and decays:6

< Q̃raw
FB > = < Qraw

FB,L > fL − < Qraw
FB,R > fR

= 2 g(a) |Pe|
∑
f

dfqfRfAf (5)

< QFB > = < Qraw
FB,L > fL + < Qraw

FB,R > fR

= 2 g(a) Ae
∑
f

dfqfRfAf (6)

where fL = 1
2
(1 + |Pe|Ae) and fR = 1

2
(1 − |Pe|Ae) are the fractions of left and right

events, Rf = Γf/Γhad, Γf ∝ v2
f + a2

f , and Γhad =
∑
f Γf . The quantities < Qraw

FB,L >
and < Qraw

FB,R > are now the mean, flavor-inclusive, forward-backward charge flows in
left and right events. Since |Pe| and Ae factor out of the sums, the ratio of these charge
asymmetries (assuming the sum is not identically zero) has the simple form:

Qraw
LR ≡ < Q̃raw

FB >

< QFB >
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=
< Qraw

FB,L > fL − < Qraw
FB,R > fR

< Qraw
FB,L > fL + < Qraw

FB,R > fR

=
|Pe|
Ae

(7)

Thus, by measuring the left-right charge asymmetry, QLR = Qraw
LR /|Pe|, Ae can be

obtained in a manner largely independent from the ArawLR measurement.7 At lowest
order, the expression for Qraw

LR shows that uncertainties in the acceptance and jet charge
measurement are cancelled out, thus reducing the dependence on the Monte Carlo
methods for such corrections, and subsequent systematic errors. Many of the remaining
errors due to instrumental effects are also reduced in the < Q̃FB > measurement, but
not in the < QFB >, and must be considered for corrections and systematic errors to
Qraw
LR . Comparing Ae obtained from Qraw

LR to that obtained from ArawLR provides an
inclusive test of our understanding of the charged final states of Z decays. Furthermore,
since Qraw

LR is formed from the ratio of |Pe| and Ae whereas ArawLR is formed from their
product, the two measurements may be combined to measure Ae without the use of a
direct measurement of the polarization:

Ae =

√
ArawLR

Qraw
LR

. (8)

This method takes advantage of both measurements ofAe and eliminates the systematic
error due to the polarization measurement. Alternatively, Qraw

LR and ArawLR may be
combined to obtain a check on the measured polarization value:

|Pe| =
√
ArawLR Qraw

LR . (9)

2. Method of Analysis

Details of the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC), the polarized electron source, the mea-
surement of the polarization with the Compton polarimeter, and the SLD experiment
are described in Refs. 1 and 2. The results presented here are based on an integrated
luminosity of 1.78 pb−1 at

√
s = 91.260 GeV, which SLD obtained during the 1993 run

with |Pe| ≈ 63% at the interation point. Hadronic events are selected using track and
event selection cuts that were used in a previous measurement of αs by SLD,8 with the
following additions. Each event is divided by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis
that is determined using all accepted charged tracks in the event. It is required that
| cos θT | < 0.7, Nch/hemis ≥ 3, Ech/hemis > 0.1 Ebeam, and total Ech > 0.2 ECM .
Events are rejected if any track has ptot > 55 GeV/c. A total of 14,723 left events and
12,000 right events are obtained. The measured |Pe| for this sample is 63.5% with a
1.7% systematic error and negligible statistical error as described in Ref. 2.

The forward-backward charge asymmetries are determined as follows. A unit
vector along the thrust axis, T̂, is chosen such that T̂·pe− > 0. Tracks are then
defined as forward if p · T̂ > 0, and backward otherwise. The weighted charge in the
forward hemisphere is then calculated for each event from:

QF =

∑
pi·T̂>0

|pi · T̂|κqi∑
pi·T̂>0

|pi · T̂|κ
(10)
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Fig. 1. Distributions of the polarized (a) and unpolarized (b), forward-backward charge flows.

where qi is the charge of particle i, and κ is a weighting factor. The results presented
here take κ = 1. The charge in the backward hemisphere, QB, is determined in a
similar manner for tracks with p · T̂ < 0. The quantity QFB = QF −QB is then found
for each event, and averaged for all left events as < Qraw

FB,L >, and all right events as

< Qraw
FB,R >. Finally, < Q̃raw

FB >, < QFB >, and Qraw
LR are obtained from Eqs. 5, 6, and 7,

respectively.

3. Preliminary Results

Distributions for Q̃raw
FB and QFB are shown in Fig. 1. Having applied a −17.5 ±

7.3% correction for a charge-dependent, forward-backward bias to the track sagittas, we
obtain the following: < Qraw

FB,L > = −0.0467 ± 0.0052, < Qraw
FB,R > = 0.0330 ± 0.0058,

< Q̃raw
FB > = −0.0405 ± 0.0039, < QFB > = −0.0109 ± 0.0039, (Qraw

LR )−1 = 0.269 ±
0.096, and ArawLR = 0.1019 ± 0.0061.9

We have investigated a number of possible systematic errors due to biases of the
instrumentation, analysis, and various backgrounds. The relative uncertainties in QLR

due to these errors are summarized in Table 1.

4. Summary

The value for the left-right charge asymmetry, before radiative corrections, but
corrected for the measured polarization and including the systematic error, is:

Q−1
LR = 0.171± 0.061(stat.)± 0.019(syst.) (11)
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Source of uncertainty δQLR/QLR (%)
polarization measurement and chromaticity correction 1.7
q dependent, F-B sagitta bias, (6.0± 3.3)10−4 GeV−1 8.9
q independent, F-B sagitta bias, (8.0± 3.2)10−4 GeV−1 0.3
F-B asymmetry of SLD central material, (0.22± 0.81)% 0.5
q independent, F-B track losses from recon. and accept. biases 0.1
unphysical ptot tracks 0.8
dependence of Qraw

LR on the value of κ 5.0
polarization effects in hadronization and decays 0.5
SLC track backgrounds, < QFB >SLC= (−1.3± 2.0)10−4 0.0
e+e− final state backgrounds, (1.2± 0.9)10−5 0.7
two photon backgrounds, < 1.× 10−4@95%C.L. 1.0
charge dilution factors in calculations of radiative corrections 4.0
Total 11.2

Table 1. Summary of Systematic Errors

Radiative corrections are made to the measured asymmetries using the ZFITTER
program.10 After these corrections, the following values are obtained:

Ae = 0.169± 0.061(stat.) ± 0.019(syst.) (12)

sin2 θeff
W = 0.2288± 0.0080(stat.) ± 0.0024(syst.) (13)

These results were obtained using MZ = 91.187 GeV/c2, αs = 0.123, Higgs mass
MH = 300 GeV/c2, and top mass mt = 250+120

−240(stat.) +40
−50(syst.) ± 20(δMH) GeV/c2,

where the last error on mt is due to a variation of MHε [70,103 GeV/c2]. These results
are largely independent of those previously obtained by SLD from ALR.

We can also obtain Ae from Qraw
LR and ArawLR using Eq. 8, without the use of the

measured polarization. After radiative corrections to the raw results, we obtain:

Ae = 0.1659± 0.0302(stat.) ± 0.0092(syst.) (14)

sin2 θeff
W = 0.2291± 0.0039(stat.) ± 0.0012(syst.) (15)

with mt = 250+70
−100(stat.) ±20(syst.)±20(δMH) GeV/c2. These results are alternative,

not independent, of those obtained from ArawLR , and Qraw
LR , and using the measured polar-

ization. From Eq. 9, they are also equivalent to |Pe| = 0.616 +0.153
−0.087(stat.) +0.037

−0.031(syst.),
which agrees well with the measured |Pe| of the selected data sample.
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